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OKID DEVELOPMENT
The method is taken from Chen, Huang, Phan, and Juang 1992. For a discrete linear state-space system with nonzero initial conditions, The input-output description of the system is thus where are then solved and separated by inverting a Hankel matrix to provide observer gain G, and realizations of discrete system matrices A, B, C, D. 
Flight Condition
Altitude: 27,000 ft 
A periodic disturbance is added into the input/output relationship to get where is the disturbance effect term, and also the solution of some auto-regressive model of order :
Thus we have where are the disturbance-corrupted observer Markov parameters, which are calculated from: 
development (3)
To recover system Markov parameters, note that the first input coefficient is simply the direct transmission term in the equivalent state-space model, and thus is equal to the system input-output matrix D:
Let be the disturbance-free observer Markov parameter. Then
Similarly,
Since disturbance coefficient terms cancel out, expression for disturbance Markov Parameters is identical to expression for OKID Markov parameters. True identifiable modes of the system Observable but uncontrollable disturbance modes Uncontrollable modes due to over-parameterization Over-parameterization causes difficulties: Modes that are weakly controllable/observable or both hard to distinguish. User judgment / experience in discriminating modes.
In theory, can be extended to systems subjected to arbitrary disturbances Disturbances must be high order and generally periodic. Validity of periodic turbulence assumption.
DISTURBANCE O.K.I.D.
aircraft longitudinal example
UCAV6 LINEAR SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION; TURBULENCE
Dryden turbulence; w intensity 5
Flight Condition
Altitude: 27,000 ft Airspeed: 800 ft/sec 
SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
A time domain input-output mapping technique originally used for off-line structural identification has been applied to on-line system identification of aircraft, and verified using both linear and nonlinear simulation.
For the Test Cases Examined, 
DISCRETE-TIME STATE-SPACE MODEL:
where and are system order, the number of outputs, and the number of inputs respectively.
SYSTEM MARKOV PARAMETERS:
Solving for the output with zero initial condition from the above equation, in terms of the previous inputs , yields 
SYSTEM REALIZATIONS BASIC CONCEPT
A realization is the computation of a triplet from the Markov parameters, for which the discrete-time system is satisfied. It has been assumed that . A system has an infinite number of realizations which will predict the identical response for any particular input.
EIGENSYSTEM REALIZATION ALGORITHM (ERA)
ERA gives a minimum realization, which is a model with the smallest state-space dimensions among all realizations. ERA begins by forming the generalized Hankel matrix, composed of the Markov parameters:
It can be proved by observing the Hankel matrix that where For , using a singular value decomposition yields where the columns of matrix R and S are orthonormal, and is a rectangular matrix composed of singular values of the Hankel matrix:
where n is the system order. The singular values up to and beyond n have the following significance:
are relatively small, and negligible in the sense that they contain more noise than system information. In other words, the directions determined by have less significant degrees of controllability and observability relative to noise. are considered to be the robustly controllable and observable part of the system. Let be the matrix formed by the first n columns of R and S respectively. Hence, the matrix H(0) becomes With k = 2 in the Hankel matrix, the following is obtained: 
